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Sensor network scenarios
Types of sources and sinks:

❖ It has introduced several typical interaction patterns found in WSNs – event 
detection, periodic measurements, function approximation and edge 
detection, or tracking. 

❖ The definition of “sources” and “sinks”. A source is any entity in the network 
that can provide information,

❖ A sink, on the other hand, is the entity where information is required. There 
are essentially three options for a sink: 

❖ it could belong to the sensor network as such and be just another 
sensor/actuator node or it could be an entity outside this network.



Sensor network scenarios
Types of sources and sinks:

❖ second case, the sink could be an actual device, for example, a handheld or 
PDA used to interact with the sensor network;

❖ it could also be merely a gateway to another larger network such as the 
Internet.

❖ where the actual request for the information comes from some node “far 
away” and only indirectly connected to such a sensor network.

❖  whether sources or sinks move, but what they do with the information is not a 
primary concern of the networking architecture.



Sensor network scenarios

Different sink types: (a) a node belonging to the network, (b) an entity outside the 
network and (c) a gateway to another network.



Sensor network scenarios
❖ The basics of radio communication and the inherent power limitation of radio 

communication follows a limitation on the feasible distance between a sender 
and a receiver. 

❖ Because of limited distance, the simple, direct communication between 
source and sink is not always possible, specifically in WSNs, which are 
intended to cover a lot of ground (e.g. in environmental or agriculture 
applications) or that operate in difficult radio environments with strong 
attenuation (e.g. in buildings). 

❖ To overcome such limited distances, an obvious way out is to use relay 
stations, with the data packets taking multi hops from the source to the sink.



Sensor network scenarios

2.Multihop networks



Sensor network scenarios
❖ This concept of multihop networks is particularly attractive for WSNs as the 

sensor nodes themselves can act as such relay nodes, foregoing the need 
for additional equipment,depending on the particular application, 

❖ The likelihood of having an intermediate sensor node at the right place can 
actually be quite high – for example, when a given area has to be uniformly 
equipped with sensor nodes anyway. 

❖ but nevertheless, there is not always a guarantee that such multihop routes 
from source to sink exist, nor that such a route is particularly short. 



Sensor network scenarios

❖ While multihopping is an evident and working solution to overcome problems 

with large distances or obstacles, it has also been claimed to improve the 

energy efficiency of communication. 
➢

❖ The intuition behind this claim is that, as attenuation of radio signals is at least 

quadratic in most environments (and usually larger), it consumes less energy 

to use relays instead of direct communication.



Sensor network scenarios

2. Multiple sinks and sources:

❖ In many cases, there are multiple sources and/or multiple sinks present. 

❖ In the most challenging case, multiple sources should send information to 

multiple sinks, where either all or some of the information has to reach all or 

some of the sinks.

❖ The all participants were stationary. But one of the main virtues of wireless 

communication is its ability to support mobile participants. In wireless sensor 

networks, mobility can appear in three main forms:



Sensor network scenarios
Three types of mobility:



Sensor network scenarios
1.Node mobility

❖ The wireless sensor nodes themselves can be mobile. The meaning of such 
mobility is highly application dependent. In examples like environmental 
control, node mobility should not happen; in livestock surveillance (sensor 
nodes attached to cattle, for example), 

❖ it is the common rule,In the face of node mobility, the network has to 
reorganize itself frequently enough to be able to function correctly. 

❖ It is clear that there are trade-offs between the frequency and speed of node 
movement on the one hand and the energy required to maintain a desired 
level of functionality in the network on the other hand.



Node mobility



Sensor network scenarios
2. Sink mobility.

❖ The information sinks can be mobile While this can be a special case of node 
mobility, the important aspect is the mobility of an information sink that is not 
part of the sensor network, for example, a human user requested information 
via a PDA while walking in an intelligent building.

❖ In a simple case, such a requester can interact with the WSN at one point and 
complete its interactions before moving on. 

❖ In many cases, consecutive interactions can be treated as separate, unrelated 
requests. Whether the requester is allowed interactions with any node or only 
with specific nodes is a design choice for the appropriate protocol layers.



Sensor network scenarios

Sink mobility.

❖ A mobile requester is particularly interesting, however, if the requested data is 
not locally available but must be retrieved from some remote part of the 
network. 

❖ Hence, while the requester would likely communicate only with nodes in its 
vicinity, it might have moved to some other place. 

❖ The network, possibly with the assistance of the mobile requester, must make 
provisions that the requested data actually follows and reaches the requester 
despite its movements



Sink mobility.



Sensor network scenarios

3.Event mobility

❖ In applications like event detection and in particular in tracking applications, 

the cause of the events or the objects to be tracked can be mobile. 

❖ In such scenarios, it is (usually) important that the observed event is covered 

by a sufficient number of sensors at all time. 

❖ Hence, sensors will wake up around the object, engaged in higher activity to 

observe the present object, and then go back to sleep. As the event source 

moves through the network,



Sensor network scenarios

3.Event mobility

❖  it is accompanied by an area of activity within the network – this has been 
called the frisbee model, (which also describes algorithms for handling the 
“wakeup wavefront”). 

❖ This notion is described by where the task is to detect a moving elephant and 
to observe it as it moves around. 

❖ Nodes that do not actively detect anything are intended to switch to lower 
sleep states unless they are required to convey information from the zone of 
activity to some remote sink









2.Design principles for WSNs
1 Distributed organization.

2.In-network processing.

3 Adaptive fidelity and accuracy.

4 Data centricity.

5 Exploit location information.

6 Exploit activity patterns.

7 Exploit heterogeneity.

8 Component-based protocol stacks and cross-layer optimization.



Design principles for WSNs

1 Distributed organization:

❖ The WSNs nodes should cooperatively organize the network, using 

distributed algorithms and protocols. Self-organization is a commonly used 

term for this principle.

❖ When organizing a network in a distributed fashion, it is necessary to be 

aware of potential shortcomings of this approach. In many circumstances, a 

centralized approach can produce solutions that perform better or require less 

resources (in particular, energy).



Design principles for WSNs
1 Distributed organization:

❖ To combine the advantages, one possibility is to use centralized principles in 
a localized fashion by dynamically electing, out of the set of equal nodes, 
specific nodes that assume the responsibilities of a centralized agent, for 
example, to organize medium access. 

❖ Such elections result in a hierarchy, which has to be dynamic: The election 
process should be repeated continuously lest the resources of the elected 
nodes be overtaxed, the elected node runs out of energy, and the robustness 
disadvantages of such – even only localized – hierarchies manifest 
themselves.



Design principles for WSNs

2 In-network processing

❖ When organizing a network in a distributed fashion, the nodes in the network 
are not only passing on packets or executing application programs, they are 
also actively involved in taking decisions about how to operate the network. 

❖ This is a specific form of information processing that happens in the network, 
but is limited to information about the network itself. 

❖ It is possible to extend this concept by also taking the concrete data that is to 
be transported by the network into account in this information processing, 
making in-network processing a first-rank design principle.



Design principles for WSNs

2 In-network processing (Aggregation)

❖ The simplest in-network processing technique is aggregation. 

❖ Suppose a sink is interested in obtaining periodic measurements from all sensors, 

but it is only relevant to check whether the average value has changed, or whether 

the difference between minimum and maximum value is too big.

❖ The name aggregation stems from the fact that in nodes intermediate between 

sources and sinks, information is aggregated into a condensed form out of 

information provided by nodes further away from the sink (and potentially, the 

aggregator’s own readings)



Design principles for WSNs

2 In-network processing(Aggregation)

❖ The aggregation function to be applied in the intermediate nodes must satisfy some 

conditions for the result to be meaningful; most importantly, this function should be 

composable. 

❖ A further classification of aggregate functions distinguishes duplicate-sensitive 

versus insensitive, summary versus exemplary, monotone versus nonmonotone, 

and algebraic versus holistic.

❖ Functions like average, counting, or minimum can profit a lot from aggregation; 

holistic functions like the median are not amenable to aggregation at all.



Design principles for WSNs

2 In-network processing



Design principles for WSNs

2 In-network processing(Distributed source coding and distributed compression)

❖ Aggregation condenses and sacrifices information about the measured values 
in order not to have to transmit all bits of data from all sources to the sink. 

❖ Is it possible to reduce the number of transmitted bits (compared to simply 
transmitting all bits) but still obtain the full information about all sensor 
readings at the sink?

❖ It is related to the coding and compression problems known from conventional 
networks, where a lot of effort is invested to encode, for example, a video 
sequence, to reduce the required bandwidth.



Design principles for WSNs

2 In-network processing(Distributed source coding and distributed compression)

❖ The problem here is slightly different, in that we are interested to encode the 
information provided by several sensors, not just by a single camera; 
moreover, traditional coding schemes tend to put effort into the encoding, 
which might be too computationally complex for simple sensor nodes.

❖ The fact that information is provided by multiple sensors be exploited to help 
in coding? If the sensors were connected and could exchange their data, this 
would be conceivable (using relatively standard compression algorithms), but 
of course pointless. 



Design principles for WSNs

2 In-network processing(Distributed source coding and distributed compression)

❖ It is quite likely that the readings of adjacent sensors are going to be quite 
similar; they are correlated. Such correlation can indeed be exploited such 
that not simply the sum of the data must be transmitted but that overhead can 
be saved here.

❖ Slepian-Wolf theorem–based work is an example of exploiting spatial 
correlation that is commonly present in sensor readings, as long as the 
network is sufficiently dense, compared to the derivate of the observed 
function and the degree of correlation between readings at two places. 
Similarly, temporal correlation can be exploited in sensor network protocols.



Design principles for WSNs

2 In-network processing(Distributed and collaborative signal processing)

❖ The in-networking processing approaches discussed so far have not really 
used the ability for processing in the sensor nodes, or have only used this for 
trivial operations like averaging or finding the maximum.

❖ An example for this concept is the distributed computation of a Fast Fourier 
Transform (FFT) . 

❖ Depending on where the input data is located, there are different algorithms 
available to compute an FFT in a distributed fashion, with different trade-offs 
between local computation complexity and the need for communication. In 
principle, this is similar to algorithm design for parallel computers. 



Design principles for WSNs

2 In-network processing(Distributed and collaborative signal processing)

❖ the latency of communication but also the energy consumption of 
communication and computation are relevant parameters to decide between 
various algorithms. 

❖ Such distributed computations are mostly applicable to signal processing type 
algorithms; typical examples are beamforming and target tracking 
applications.



Design principles for WSNs

2 In-network processing(Mobile code/Agent-based networking)

❖ With the possibility of executing programs in the network, other programming 
paradigms or computational models are feasible.

❖ One such model is the idea of mobile code or agent-based networking. The 
idea is to have a small, compact representation of program code that is small 
enough to be sent from node to node. 

❖ This code is then executed locally, for example, collecting measurements and 
then decides where to be sent next.



Design principles for WSNs

2 In-network processing(Mobile code/Agent-based networking)

❖ This idea has been used in various environments; a classic example is that of 
a software agent that is sent out to collect the best possible travel itinerary by 
hopping from one travel agent’s computer to another and eventually returning 
to the user who has posted this inquiry.

❖ There is a vast amount of literature available on mobile code/software 
agents in general, see, for example, 

❖ A newer take on this approach is to consider biologically inspired systems, in 
particular, the swarm intelligence of groups of simple entities, working 
together to reach a common goal



Design principles for WSNs

3 Adaptive fidelity and accuracy:

❖ In the context of a single node, the notion of making the fidelity of computation 
results contingent upon the amount of energy available for that particular 
computation. 

❖ This notion can and should be extended from a single node to an entire 
network .

❖ As an example, consider a function approximation application. Clearly, when 
more sensors participate in the approximation, the function is sampled at 
more points and the approximation is better. 

❖ Similar examples hold for event detection and tracking applications and in 
general for WSNs.



Design principles for WSNs

3 Adaptive fidelity and accuracy:

❖ The application should be able to adapt its requirements to the current status 
of the network – how many nodes have already failed, how much energy 
could be scavenged from the environment, what are the operational 
conditions (have critical events happened recently),

❖ The context of WSN-specific QoS metrics, the large variety of WSN 
applications makes it quite challenging to come up with a uniform interface for 
expressing such requirements, 



Design principles for WSNs

4 Data centricity:

❖ In traditional communication networks, the focus of a communication 
relationship is usually the pair of communicating peers – the sender and the 
receiver of data.

❖ In a wireless sensor network, on the other hand, the interest of an application 
is not so much in the identity of a particular sensor node, it is much rather in 
the actual information reported about the physical environment.

❖ This is especially the case when a WSN is redundantly deployed such that 
any given event could be reported by multiple nodes – it is of no concern to 
the application precisely which of these nodes is providing data.



Design principles for WSNs
4 Data centricity:

❖ This fact that not the identity of nodes but the data are at the center of 
attention is called data-centric networking. 

❖ Data-centric networking allows very different networking architectures 
compared to traditional, identity-centric networks. For one, it is the ultimate 
justification for some in-network processing techniques like data fusion and 
aggregation. 

❖ Data-centric addressing also enables simple expressions of communication 
relationships



Design principles for WSNs

4 Data centricity: Implementation options for data-centric networking

❖ There are several possible ways to make this abstract notion of data-centric 
networks more concrete.

Overlay networks and distributed hash tables:

❖ In peer-to-peer networking, the solution for an efficient lookup of retrieval of 
data from an unknown source is usually to form an overlay network, 
implementing a Distributed Hash Table (DHT).



Design principles for WSNs

4 Data centricity:

❖ The crucial point is that this data source lookup can be performed efficiently, 
requiring O(log n) steps where n is the number of nodes, even with only 
distributed, localized information about where information is stored in the 
peer-to-peer network.

❖ Second, and more importantly, DHTs, coming from an IP-networking 
background, tend to ignore the distance/the hop count between two nodes 
and consider nodes as adjacent only on the basis of semantic information 
about their stored keys.



Design principles for WSNs

4 Data centricity:Publish/Subscribe

❖ The required separation in both time and identity of a sink node asking for 
information and the act of providing this information is not well matched with 
the synchronous characteristics of a request/reply protocol.

❖ Any node interested in a given kind of data can subscribe to it, and any node 
can publish data, along with information about its kind as well. Upon a 
publication, all subscribers to this kind of data are notified of the new data.



Design principles for WSNs

4 Data centricity:Publish/Subscribe

❖ Implementing this abstract concept of publishing and subscribing to 

information can be done in various ways. 

❖ One possibility is to use a central entity where subscriptions and publications 

are matched to each other, but this is evidently inappropriate for WSNs. A 

distributed solution is preferable but considerably more complicated.



Design principles for WSNs
4 Data centricity:Databases.

❖ This view matches very well with the idea of using a data-centric organization 
of the networking protocols. 

❖ Being interested in certain aspects of the physical environment that is 
surveyed by a WSN is equivalent to formulating queries for a database.

❖ To cast the sensor networks into the framework of relational databases, it is 
useful to regard the sensors as a virtual table to which relational operators can 
be applied. 

❖ In SQL-based querying of a WSN can be extended to an easy-to-grasp 
interface to wireless sensor networks, being capable of expressing most 
salient interaction patterns with a WSN.



Design principles for WSNs

5 Exploit location information:

❖ Another useful technique is to exploit location information in the 

communication protocols whenever such information is present. 

❖ Since the location of an event is a crucial information for many applications, 

there have to be mechanisms that determine the location of sensor nodes.

❖  it can simplify the design and operation of communication protocols and can 

improve their energy efficiency considerably. 



Design principles for WSNs

6 Exploit activity patterns:

❖ Activity patterns in a wireless sensor network tend to be quite different from traditional 
networks. 

❖ While it is true that the data rate averaged over a long time can be very small when 
there is only very rarely an event to report, this can change dramatically when 
something does happen. 

❖ Once an event has happened, it can be detected by a larger number of sensors, 
breaking into a frenzy of activity, causing a well-known event shower effect.

❖ Hence, the protocol design should be able to handle such bursts of traffic by being 
able to switch between modes of quiescence and of high activity.



Design principles for WSNs
7.Exploit heterogeneity:

❖ The exploitation of activity patterns is the exploitation of heterogeneity in the 
network. Sensor nodes can be heterogenous by constructions, that is, some 
nodes have larger batteries, farther-reaching communication devices, or more 
processing power. 

❖ They can also be heterogenous by evolution, that is, all nodes started from an 
equal state, but because some nodes had to perform more tasks during the 
operation of the network, they have depleted their energy resources or other 
nodes had better opportunities to scavenge energy from the environment (e.g. 
nodes in shade are at a disadvantage when solar cells are used).



Design principles for WSNs

7.Exploit heterogeneity:

❖ Whether by construction or by evolution, heterogeneity in the network is both 

a burden and an opportunity. 

❖ The opportunity is in an asymmetric assignment of tasks, giving nodes with 

more resources or more capabilities the more demanding tasks.

❖ For example, nodes with more memory or faster processors can be better 

suited for aggregation, nodes with more energy reserves for hierarchical 

coordination,



Design principles for WSNs
.8 Component-based protocol stacks and cross-layer optimization:

❖ All wireless sensor networks will require some – even if only simple – form of 

physical, MAC and link layer2 protocols; 

❖ there will be wireless sensor networks that require routing and transport layer 

functionalities. Moreover, “helper modules” like time synchronization, topology 

control, or localization can be useful.

❖ On top of these “basic” components, more abstract functionalities can then be 

built. As a consequence, the set of components that is active on a sensor 

node can be complex, and will change from application to application



Design principles for WSNs

.8 Component-based protocol stacks and cross-layer optimization:

❖ Protocol components will also interact with each other in essentially two 

different ways. 

❖ One is the simple exchange of data packets as they are passed from one 

component to another as it is processed by different protocols. The other 

interaction type is the exchange of cross-layer information.

❖ This possibility for cross-layer information exchange holds great promise for 

protocol optimization, but is also not without danger.





3.Physical layer and transceiver design considerations in WSNs
 The most crucial points influencing PHY design in wireless sensor networks are:

❖ Low power consumption.
❖ As one consequence: small transmit power and thus a small transmission 

range.
❖ As a further consequence: low duty cycle. Most hardware should be 

switched off or operated in a low-power standby mode most of the time. 
❖ Comparably low data rates, on the order of tens to hundreds kilobits per 

second, required. 
❖ Low implementation complexity and costs. 
❖ Low degree of mobility. 
❖ A small form factor for the overall node.



3.Physical layer and transceiver design considerations in WSNs

 The most crucial points influencing PHY design in wireless sensor networks 

are:

❖ In general, in sensor networks, the challenge is to find modulation 

schemes and transceiver architectures that are simple, low-cost but still 

robust enough to provide the desired service.



3.Physical layer and transceiver design considerations in WSNs

1 Energy usage profile 

2 Choice of modulation scheme 

3 Dynamic modulation scaling 

4 Antenna considerations



3.Physical layer and transceiver design considerations in WSNs
 1 Energy usage profile.
❖ The choice of a small transmit power leads to an energy consumption 

profile different from other wireless devices like cell phones.
❖ The radiated energy is small, typically on the order of 0 dBm 

(corresponding to 1 mW). On the other hand, the overall transceiver (RF 
front end and baseband part) consumes much more energy than is 
actually radiated.

❖ Estimate that a transceiver working at frequencies beyond 1 GHz takes 
10 to 100 mW of power to radiate 1 mW. 



3.Physical layer and transceiver design considerations in WSNs

 1 Energy usage profile.

❖ similar numbers are given for 2.4-GHz CMOS transceivers: : For a radiated 
power of 0 dBm, the transmitter uses actually 32 mW, whereas the receiver 
uses even more, 38 mW. For the Mica motes, 21 mW are consumed in 
transmit mode and 15 mW in receive mode. 

❖ These numbers coincide well with the observation that many practical 
transmitter designs have efficiencies below 10 % at low radiated power.



3.Physical layer and transceiver design considerations in WSNs
1 Energy usage profile.

❖ A second key observation is that for small transmit powers the transmit and 
receive modes consume more or less the same power; it is even possible that 
reception requires more power than transmission depending on the 
transceiver architecture, the idle mode’s power consumption can be less or in 
the same range as the receive power. 

❖ To reduce average power consumption in a low-traffic wireless sensor 
network, keeping the transceiver in idle mode all the time would consume 
significant amounts of energy.



3.Physical layer and transceiver design considerations in WSNs

 1 Energy usage profile.

❖ Therefore, it is important to put the transceiver into sleep state instead 
of just idling. It is also important to explicitly include the received power 
into energy dissipation models, since the traditional assumption that 
receive energy is negligible is no longer true.

❖ There is the problem of the startup energy/startup time, which a 
transceiver has to spend upon waking up from sleep mode,



3.Physical layer and transceiver design considerations in WSNs

 1 Energy usage profile.

❖ A third key observation is the relative costs of communications versus 
computation in a sensor node. Clearly, a comparison of these costs 
depends for the communication part on the BER requirements, range, 
transceiver type, and so forth, and for the computation part on the 
processor type, the instruction mix, and so on. 



3.Physical layer and transceiver design considerations in WSNs
2 Choice of modulation scheme:

❖ A crucial point is the choice of modulation scheme. Several factors have to 

be balanced here: the required and desirable data rate and symbol rate, the 

implementation complexity, the relationship between radiated power and 

target BER, and the expected channel characteristics.

❖ To maximize the time a transceiver can spend in sleep mode, the transmit 

times should be minimized. The higher the data rate offered by a 

transceiver/modulation, the smaller the time needed to transmit a given 

amount of data and, consequently, the smaller the energy consumption.



3.Physical layer and transceiver design considerations in WSNs
2 Choice of modulation scheme

❖ A second important observation is that the power consumption of a 
modulation scheme depends much more on the symbol rate than on the 
data rate. 

❖ For example, power consumption measurements of an IEEE 802.11b 
Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) card showed that the power 
consumption depends on the modulation scheme, with the faster 
Complementary Code Keying (CCK) modes consuming more energy 
than DBPSK and DQPSK



3.Physical layer and transceiver design considerations in WSNs
2 Choice of modulation scheme

❖ m-ary modulation requires more complex digital and analog circuitry than 
2-ary modulation, for example, to parallelize user bits into m-ary symbols.

❖ Many m-ary modulation schemes require for increasing m an increased Eb/N0 
ratio and consequently an increased radiated power to achieve the same 
target BER; others become less and less bandwidth efficient. 

❖  However, in wireless sensor network applications with only low to moderate 
bandwidth requirements, a loss in bandwidth efficiency can be more tolerable 
than an increased radiated power to compensate Eb/N0 losses.



3.Physical layer and transceiver design considerations in WSNs
2 Choice of modulation scheme:

❖ It is expected that in many wireless sensor network applications most 
packets will be short, on the order of tens to hundreds of bits. For such 
packets, the startup time easily dominates overall energy consumption, 
rendering any efforts in reducing the transmission time by choosing m-ary 
modulation schemes irrelevant.

❖ The optimal decision would have to properly balance the modulation 
scheme and other measures to increase transmission robustness, since 
these also have energy costs:



3.Physical layer and transceiver design considerations in WSNs

2 Choice of modulation scheme

❖ With retransmissions, entire packets have to be transmitted again. 

❖ With FEC coding, more bits have to be sent and there is additional 

energy consumption for coding and decoding. While coding energy can 

be neglected, and the receiver needs significant energy for the decoding 

process. 

❖ This is especially cumbersome if the receiver is a power-constrained 

node. 



3.Physical layer and transceiver design considerations in WSNs

2 Choice of modulation scheme:

❖ The cost of increasing the radiated power depends on the efficiency of 

the power amplifier, but the radiated power is often small compared to 

the overall power dissipated by the transceiver, and additionally this 

drives the PA into a more efficient regime.



3.Physical layer and transceiver design considerations in WSNs

2 Choice of modulation scheme

❖ Specifically, the energy-per-bit consumption (defined as the overall 

energy consumption for transmitting a packet of n bits divided by n) of 

different m-ary QAM modulation schemes has been investigated for 

different packet sizes, taking startup energy and the energy costs of 

power amplifiers as well as PHY and MAC packet overheads explicitly 

into account.

❖



3.Physical layer and transceiver design considerations in WSNs

3 Dynamic modulation scaling

❖ Even if it is possible to determine the optimal scheme for a given 

combination of BER target, range, packet sizes and so forth, such an 

optimum is only valid for short time; 

❖ as soon as one of the constraints changes, the optimum can change, 

too. In addition, other constraints like delay or the desire to achieve high 

throughput can dictate to choose higher modulation schemes.



3.Physical layer and transceiver design considerations in WSNs

3 Dynamic modulation scaling:

❖ Therefore, it is interesting to consider methods to adapt the modulation 
scheme to the current situation. Such an approach, called dynamic 
modulation scaling,

❖ In particular, for the case of m-ary QAM and a target BER of 10−5, a 
model has been developed that uses the symbol rate B and the number 
of levels per symbol m as parameters.



3.Physical layer and transceiver design considerations in WSNs

3 Dynamic modulation scaling:

❖ This model expresses the energy required per bit and also the achieved 
delay per bit (the inverse of the data rate), taking into account that 
higher modulation levels need higher radiated energy. 

❖ The energy per bit depends much more on m than on B. In fact, for the 
particular parameters chosen, it is shown that both energy per bit and 
delay per bit are minimized for the maximum symbol rate.



3.Physical layer and transceiver design considerations in WSNs
3 Dynamic modulation scaling:

❖ The modulation scaling, a packet is equipped with a delay constraint, from 
which directly a minimal required data rate can be derived. 

❖ Since the symbol rate is kept fixed, the approach is to choose the smallest 
m that satisfies the required data rate and which thus minimizes the 
required energy per bit. Such delay constraints can be assigned either 
explicitly or implicitly. 



3.Physical layer and transceiver design considerations in WSNs

3 Dynamic modulation scaling:

❖ When there are no packets present, a small value for m can be used, 

having low energy consumption. As backlog increases, m is increased 

as well to reduce the backlog quickly and switch back to lower values of 

m. This modulation scaling approach has some similarities to the 

concept of dynamic voltage scaling.



3.Physical layer and transceiver design considerations in WSNs

4 Antenna considerations:

❖ In small form factor of the overall sensor nodes restricts the size and the 

number of antennas. As explained above, if the antenna is much smaller 

than the carrier’s wavelength, 

❖ it is hard to achieve good antenna efficiency, that is, with ill-sized 

antennas one must spend more transmit energy to obtain the same 

radiated energy.



3.Physical layer and transceiver design considerations in WSNs

4 Antenna considerations:

❖ Secondly, with small sensor node cases, it will be hard to place two 

antennas with suitable distance to achieve receive diversity.

❖ The antennas should be spaced apart at least 40–50 % of the 

wavelength used to achieve good effects from diversity. For 2.4 GHz, 

this corresponds to a spacing of between 5 and 6 cm between the 

antennas, which is hard to achieve with smaller cases.



3.Physical layer and transceiver design considerations in WSNs

4 Antenna considerations:

❖  The radio waves emitted from an antenna close to the ground – typical 

in some applications – are faced with higher path-loss coefficients than 

the common value α = 2 for free-space communication. 

❖ Typical attenuation values in such environments, which are also 

normally characterized by obstacles.



3.Physical layer and transceiver design considerations in WSNs

4 Antenna considerations:

❖ Depending on the application, antennas must not protrude from the 

casing of a node, to avoid possible damage to it. These restrictions, in 

general, limit the achievable quality and characteristics of an antenna 

for wireless sensor nodes.

❖ Nodes randomly scattered on the ground, for example, deployed from 

an aircraft, will land in random orientations, with the antennas facing the 

ground or being otherwise obstructed.



3.Physical layer and transceiver design considerations in WSNs

4 Antenna considerations:

❖ This can lead to non isotropic propagation of the radio wave, with 

considerable differences in the strength of the emitted signal in different 

directions. 

❖ This effect can also be caused by the design of an antenna, which often 

results in considerable differences in the spatial propagation 

characteristics (so-called lobes of an antenna)



3.Physical layer and transceiver design considerations in WSNs

5 Further reading:Jointly optimizing coding and modulation

❖ consider coding and modulation from an information-theoretic 

perspective for different channel models, including the AWGN, flat 

fading channels and block fading channels.

❖ One particularly interesting result is that the capacity of a Rayleigh 

fading channel with power control can be higher than the capacity of an 

AWGN channel with the same average radiated power



3.Physical layer and transceiver design considerations in WSNs

5 Further reading:

❖ DSSS in WSN Some efforts toward the construction of DSSS transceivers 

for wireless sensor networks with their space and power constraints,and 

low-power spread-spectrum transceivers for IEEE 802.11.

❖ Energy efficiency in GSM: Reducing energy consumption is an issue not 

only in wireless sensor networks but also in other types of systems, for 

example, cellular systems. For the interested: advanced signal processing 

algorithms for reducing power consumption of GSM transceivers



3.Physical layer and transceiver design considerations in WSNs

5 Further reading:

❖ Specifically, the influence of symbol-by symbol power control at the 

transmitter in the presence of channel-state information such that deep 

fades are answered with higher output powers (“channel inversion”), of 

receiver diversity and interleaving and of coding schemes with unequal 

protection (i.e., user bits of different importance are encoded differently) 

on the channel capacity.
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4.Optimization goals and figures of merit
1 Quality of service.



4.Optimization goals and figures of merit
1 Quality of service.

❖ WSNs differ from other conventional communication networks mainly in the 
type of service they offer. These networks essentially only move bits from one 
place to another. 

❖ Possibly, additional requirements about the offered Quality of Service (QoS) 
are made, especially in the context of multimedia applications. Such QoS can 
be regarded as a low-level, networking-device-observable attribute – 
bandwidth, delay, jitter, packet loss rate – or as a high-level, user-observable, 
so-called subjective attribute like the perceived quality of a voice 
communication or a video transmission.



4.Optimization goals and figures of merit
1 Quality of service.

❖ Hence, high-level QoS attributes corresponding to the subjective QoS 
attributes in conventional networks are required. 

❖ But just like in traditional networks, high-level QoS attributes in WSN highly 
depend on the application. Some generic possibilities are:

1 Event detection/reporting probability

2 Event classification error 

3 Event detection delay

4 Missing reports

5 Approximation accuracy

6 Tracking accuracy



4.Optimization goals and figures of merit
1 Quality of service.

Event detection/reporting probability: 

❖ What is the probability that an event that actually occurred is not detected or, more 

precisely, not reported to an information sink that is interested in such an event? For 

example, not reporting a fire alarm to a surveillance station would be a severe 

shortcoming. 

❖ Clearly, this probability can depend on/be traded off against the overhead spent in setting 

up structures in the network that support the reporting of such an event (e.g. routing 

tables) or against the run-time overhead (e.g. sampling frequencies).



4.Optimization goals and figures of merit
1 Quality of service.

Event classification error: If events are not only to be detected but also to be 

classified, the error in classification must be small. 

Event detection delay: What is the delay between detecting an event and reporting 

it to any/all interested sinks? 

Missing reports: In applications that require periodic reporting, the probability of 

undelivered reports should be small.



4.Optimization goals and figures of merit
1 Quality of service.

❖ Approximation accuracy: For function approximation applications (e.g. 
approximating the temperature as a function of location for a given area), 
what is the average/maximum absolute or relative error with respect to the 
actual function. Similarly, for edge detection applications, what is the accuracy 
of edge descriptions; are some missed at all?

❖ Tracking accuracy: Tracking applications must not miss an object to be 
tracked, the reported position should be as close to the real position as 
possible, and the error should be small. Other aspects of tracking accuracy 
are, for example, the sensitivity to sensing gaps.. 



4.Optimization goals and figures of merit
2 Energy efficiency

❖ It is clear that with an arbitrary amount of energy, most of the QoS metrics 

defined above can be increased almost at will (approximation and tracking 

accuracy are notable exceptions as they also depend on the density of the 

network). 

❖ Hence, putting the delivered QoS and the energy required to do so into 

perspective should give a first, reasonable understanding of the term energy 

efficiency.



4.Optimization goals and figures of merit
2 Energy efficiency.

❖ The term “energy efficiency” is, in fact, rather an umbrella term for many 

different aspects of a system, which should be carefully distinguished to form 

actual, measurable figures of merit. The most commonly considered aspects 

are:



4.Optimization goals and figures of merit
2 Energy efficiency.

Energy per correctly received bit: How much energy, counting all sources of 
energy consumption at all possible intermediate hops, is spent on average to 
transport one bit of information (payload) from the source to the destination? This 
is often a useful metric for periodic monitoring applications.

Energy per reported (unique) event :Similarly, what is the average energy spent to 
report one event? Since the same event is sometimes reported from various 
sources, it is usual to normalize this metric to only the unique events (redundant 
information about an already known event does not provide additional 
information).



4.Optimization goals and figures of merit
2 Energy efficiency.

Delay/energy trade-offs: Some applications have a notion of “urgent” events, 
which can justify an increased energy investment for a speedy reporting of such 
events. Here, the trade-off between delay and energy overhead is interesting.

Network lifetime The time for which the network is operational or, put another way, 
the time during which it is able to fulfill its tasks (starting from a given amount of 
stored energy). It is not quite clear, however, when this time ends. Possible 
definitions are:



4.Optimization goals and figures of merit
2 Energy efficiency.

Time to first node death: When does the first node in the network run out of energy 
or fail and stop operating? 

Network half-life: When have 50 % of the nodes run out of energy and stopped 
operating? Any other fixed percentile is applicable as well. 

Time to partition :When does the first partition of the network in two (or more) 
disconnected parts occur? This can be as early as the death of the first node (if 
that was in a pivotal position) or occur very late if the network topology is robust.



4.Optimization goals and figures of merit
2 Energy efficiency.

Time to loss of coverage: Usually, with redundant network deployment and 

sensors that can observe a region instead of just the very spot where the node is 

located, each point in the deployment region is observed by multiple sensor 

nodes. A possible figure of merit is thus the time when for the first time any spot in 

the deployment region is no longer covered by any node’s observations.



4.Optimization goals and figures of merit
2 Energy efficiency.

Time to failure of first event notification: A network partition can be seen as 

irrelevant if the unreachable part of the network does not want to report any events 

in the first place. Hence, a possibly more application-specific interpretation of 

partition is the inability to deliver an event. This can be due to an event not being 

noticed because the responsible sensor is dead or because a partition between 

source and sink has occurred.



4.Optimization goals and figures of merit
2 Energy efficiency.

❖ Obviously, the longer these times are, the better does a network perform. 

More generally, it is also possible to look at the (complementary) distribution 

of node lifetimes (with what probability does a node survive a given amount of 

time?) or at the relative survival times of a network (at what time are how 

many percent of the nodes still operational). 

❖ This latter function allows an intuition about many WSN-specific protocols in 

that they tend to sacrifice long lifetimes in return for an improvement in short 

lifetimes – they “sharpen the drop”



4.Optimization goals and figures of merit
2 Energy efficiency.

❖ All these metrics can of course only be evaluated under a clear set of 

assumptions about the energy consumption characteristics of a given node, 

about the actual “load” that the network has to deal with (e.g. when and where 

do events happen), and also about the behavior of the radio channel. 



4.Optimization goals and figures of merit
3 Scalability.

❖ The ability to maintain performance characteristics irrespective of the size of 
the network is referred to as scalability. With WSN potentially consisting of 
thousands of nodes, scalability is an evidently indispensable requirement. 

❖ Scalability is ill served by any construct that requires globally consistent state, 
such as addresses or routing table entries that have to be maintained.

❖ Hence, the need to restrict such information is enforced by and goes hand in 
hand with the resource limitations of sensor nodes, especially with respect to 
memory. 



4.Optimization goals and figures of merit
3 Scalability.

❖ Architectures and protocols should implement appropriate scalability support 
rather than trying to be as scalable as possible. Applications with a few dozen 
nodes might admit more efficient solutions than applications with thousands of 
nodes;

❖ these smaller applications might be more common in the first place. 
Nonetheless, a considerable amount of research has been invested into 
highly scalable architectures and protocols.



4.Optimization goals and figures of merit
4 Robustness:

❖ Related to QoS and somewhat also to scalability requirements, wireless 
sensor networks should also exhibit an appropriate robustness. They should 
not fail just because a limited number of nodes run out of energy, or because 
their environment changes and severs existing radio links between two 
nodes.

❖ if possible, these failures have to be compensated for, for example, by finding 
other routes. A precise evaluation of robustness is difficult in practice and 
depends mostly on failure models for both nodes and communication links.
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5.Gateway concepts:
1 The need for gateways:

❖ For practical deployment, a sensor network only concerned with itself is 
insufficient. The network rather has to be able to interact with other 
information devices, 

❖ for example, a user equipped with a PDA moving in the coverage area of the 
network or with a remote user, trying to interact with the sensor network via 
the Internet (the standard example is to read the temperature sensors in one’s 
home while traveling and accessing the Internet via a wireless connection).



5.Gateway concepts:
1 The need for gateways:



5.Gateway concepts:
1 The need for gateways:

❖ The WSN first of all has to be able to exchange data with such a mobile 

device or with some sort of gateway, which provides the physical connection 

to the Internet. 

❖ This is relatively straightforward on the physical, MAC, and link layer  either 

the mobile device/the gateway is equipped with a radio transceiver as used in 

the WSN, or some (probably not all) nodes in the WSN support standard 

wireless communication technologies such as IEEE 802.11. 



5.Gateway concepts:
1 The need for gateways:

❖ The design of gateways becomes much more challenging when considering 

their logical design. One option to ponder is to regard a gateway as a simple 

router between Internet and sensor network.

❖ The remaining possibility is therefore to design the gateway as an actual 

application-level gateway: on the basis of the application-level information, the 

gateway will have to decide its action.



5.Gateway concepts:
2 WSN to Internet communication:



5.Gateway concepts:
2 WSN to Internet communication:

❖ Assume that the initiator of a WSN–Internet communication resides in the 

WSN - for example, a sensor node wants to deliver an alarm message to 

some Internet host. 

❖ The first problem to solve is akin to ad hoc networks, namely, how to find the 

gateway from within the network. Basically, a routing problem to a node that 

offers a specific service has to be solved, integrating routing and service 

discovery.



5.Gateway concepts:
2 WSN to Internet communication:

❖ If several such gateways are available, how to choose between them? In 

particular, if not all Internet hosts are reachable via each gateway or at least if 

some gateway should be preferred for a given destination host? 

❖ How to handle several gateways, each capable of IP networking, and the 

communication among them? One option is to build an IP overlay network on 

top of the sensor network.



5.Gateway concepts:
2 WSN to Internet communication:

❖ How does a sensor node know to which Internet host to address such a 
message? Or even worse, how to map a semantic notion (“Alert Alice”) to a 
concrete IP address? 

❖ Even if the sensor node does not need to be able to process the IP protocol, it 
has to include sufficient information (IP address and port number, for 
example) in its own packets; the gateway then has to extract this information 
and translate it into IP packets. An ensuing question is which source address 
to use here – the gateway in a sense has to perform tasks similar to that of a 
Network Address Translation (NAT) device.



5.Gateway concepts:
3 Internet to WSN communication:



5.Gateway concepts:
3 Internet to WSN communication:

❖ The case of an Internet-based entity trying to access services of a WSN is 

even more challenging. This is fairly simple if this requesting terminal is able 

to directly communicate with the WSN, 

❖ for example, a mobile requester equipped with a WSN transceiver, and also 

has all the necessary protocol components at its disposal. In this case, the 

requesting terminal can be a direct part of the WSN and no particular 

treatment is necessary



5.Gateway concepts:
3 Internet to WSN communication:

❖ The more general case is, however, a terminal “far away” requesting the 

service, not immediately able to communicate with any sensor node and thus 

requiring the assistance of a gateway node. 

❖ First of all, again the question of service discovery presents itself – how to find 

out that there actually is a sensor network in the desired location, and how to 

find out about the existence of a gateway node?



5.Gateway concepts:
3 Internet to WSN communication:

❖ Once the requesting terminal has obtained this information, how to access the 

actual services? Clearly, addressing an individual sensor (like addressing a 

communication peer in a traditional Internet application) both goes against the 

grain of the sensor network philosophy where an individual sensor node is 

irrelevant compared to the data that it provides and is impossible if a sensor 

node does not even have an IP address.



5.Gateway concepts:
3 Internet to WSN communication:

❖ The requesting terminal can instead send a properly formatted request to this 
gateway, which acts as an application-level gateway or a proxy for the 
individual/set of sensor nodes that can answer this request; the gateway 
translates this request into the proper intra sensor network protocol 
interactions.

❖ This assumes that there is an application-level protocol that a remote 
requester and gateway can use and that is more suitable for communication 
over the Internet than the actual sensor network protocols and that is more 
convenient for the remote terminal to use.



5.Gateway concepts:
3 Internet to WSN communication:

❖ There are some clear parallels for such an application-level protocol with 

so-called Web Service Protocols, which can explicitly describe services and 

the way they can be accessed. 

❖ The Web Service Description Language (WSDL), in particular, can be a 

promising starting point for extension with the required attributes for WSN 

service access – for example, required accuracy, energy trade-offs, or 

data-centric service descriptions.



5.Gateway concepts:
4 WSN tunneling:



5.Gateway concepts:
4 WSN tunneling:

❖ In addition to these scenarios describing actual interactions between a WSN 

and Internet terminals, the gateways can also act as simple extensions of one 

WSN to another WSN. 

❖ The idea is to build a larger, “virtual” WSN out of separate parts, transparently 

“tunneling” all protocol messages between these two networks and simply 

using the Internet as a transport network.



5.Gateway concepts:
4 WSN tunneling:

❖ This can be attractive, but care has to be taken not to confuse the virtual link 

between two gateway nodes with a real link; otherwise, protocols that rely on 

physical properties of a communication link can get quite confused (e.g. time 

synchronization or localization protocols).

❖ Such tunnels need not necessarily be in the form of fixed network 

connections.even mobile nodes carried by people can be considered as 

means for intermediate interconnection of WSNs
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MAC PROTOCOLS
Introduction to MAC Protocols

❖ Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols solve a seemingly simple task: 

❖ They coordinate the times where a number of nodes access a shared 

communication medium.

❖ They differ, among others, in the types of media they use and in the 

performance requirements for which they are optimized.

❖  The fundamentals of MAC protocols and explains the specific requirements 

and problems these protocols have to face in wireless sensor networks.



MAC PROTOCOLS
Introduction to MAC Protocols

❖ The single most important requirement is energy efficiency and there are 

different MAC-specific sources of energy waste to consider: overhearing, 

collisions, overhead, and idle listening. 

❖ One important approach is to switch the wireless transceiver into a sleep 

mode. 

❖ Therefore, there are trade-offs between a sensor network’s energy 

expenditure and traditional performance measures like delay and throughput.



MAC PROTOCOLS
Introduction to MAC Protocols

❖ Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols is the first protocol layer above the 
Physical Layer (PHY) and consequently MAC protocols are heavily influenced 
by its properties. 

❖ The fundamental task of any MAC protocol is to regulate the access of a 
number of nodes to a shared medium in such a way that certain 
application-dependent performance requirements are satisfied.

❖ Some of the traditional performance criteria are delay, throughput, and 
fairness, whereas in WSNs, the issue of energy conservation becomes 
important.



MAC PROTOCOLS
Introduction to MAC Protocols

❖ The MAC protocol determines for a node the points in time when it accesses 

the medium to try to transmit a data, control, or management packet to 

another node (unicast) or to a set of nodes (multicast, broadcast).

❖ The MAC is considered as a part of the Data Link Layer (DLL), but there is a 

clear division of work between the MAC and the remaining parts of the DLL.

❖ Two important responsibilities of the remaining parts of the DLL are error 

control and flow control.



MAC PROTOCOLS
Introduction to MAC Protocols

❖ Error control is used to ensure correctness of transmission and to take 
appropriate actions in case of transmission errors and flow control regulates 
the rate of transmission to protect a slow receiver from being overwhelmed 
with data. 

❖ The issue of energy efficiency is the prime consideration in WSN MAC 
protocols, and therefore, we concentrate on schemes that explicitly try to 
reduce overall energy consumption. 

❖ One of the main approaches to conserve energy is to put nodes into sleep 
state whenever possible.



Fundamentals of (wireless) MAC Protocols

❖ Requirements and design constraints for wireless MAC protocols

❖ Important classes of MAC protocols

❖ MAC protocols for wireless sensor networks



Fundamentals of (wireless) MAC Protocols
Requirements and design constraints for wireless MAC protocols:

❖ The most important performance requirements for MAC protocols are 

throughput efficiency, stability, fairness, low access delay (time between 

packet arrival and first attempt to transmit it), and low transmission delay 

(time between packet arrival and successful delivery), as well as a low 

overhead.

❖ The overhead in MAC protocols can result from per-packet overhead (MAC 

headers and trailers), collisions, or from exchange of extra control packets.



Fundamentals of (wireless) MAC Protocols
Requirements and design constraints for wireless MAC protocols:

❖ Collisions can happen if the MAC protocol allows two or more nodes to send 

packets at the same time. 

❖ Collisions can result in the inability of the receiver to decode a packet 

correctly, causing the upper layers to perform a retransmission. 

❖ For time-critical applications, it is important to provide deterministic or 

stochastic guarantees on delivery time or minimal available data rate.



Fundamentals of (wireless) MAC Protocols
Requirements and design constraints for wireless MAC protocols:

❖ The operation and performance of MAC protocols is heavily influenced by 

the properties of the underlying physical layer. Since WSNs use a wireless 

medium, they inherit all the well-known problems of wireless transmission. 

❖ One problem is time-variable, and sometimes quite high, error rates, which is 

caused by physical phenomena like slow and fast fading, path loss, 

attenuation, and man-made or thermal noise.



Fundamentals of (wireless) MAC Protocols
Requirements and design constraints for wireless MAC protocols:

❖ Depending on modulation schemes, frequencies, distance between 

transmitter and receiver, and the propagation environment, instantaneous bit 

error rates in the range of 10−3 ... 10−2 can easily be observed.

❖ The received power Prcvd decreases with the distance between transmitting 

and receiving node. This path loss combined with the fact that any 

transceiver needs a minimum signal strength to demodulate signals 

successfully leads to a maximum range that a sensor node can reach with a 

given transmit power.



Fundamentals of (wireless) MAC Protocols

Requirements and design constraints for wireless MAC protocols:

❖ If two nodes are out of reach, they cannot hear each other. This gives rise to 

the well-known hidden-terminal/exposed-terminal problems. 

❖ The hidden-terminal problem occurs specifically for the class of Carrier 

Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) protocols, where a node senses the medium 

before starting to transmit a packet. 

❖ If the medium is found to be busy, the node defers its packet to avoid a 

collision and a subsequent retransmission.



Fundamentals of (wireless) MAC Protocols
Requirements and design constraints for wireless MAC protocols:

❖ we have three nodes A, B, and C that are arranged such that A and B are in 

mutual range, B and C are in mutual range, but A and C cannot hear each 

other. 

❖ Assume that A starts to transmit a packet to B and some time later node C 

also decides to start a packet transmission. 

❖ A carrier-sensing operation by C shows an idle medium since C cannot hear 

A’s signals. When C starts its packet, the signals collide at B and both packets 

are useless. 



Fundamentals of (wireless) MAC Protocols
Requirements and design constraints for wireless MAC protocols:

❖ Using simple CSMA in a hidden-terminal scenario thus leads to needless 

collisions.

❖ In the exposed-terminal scenario, B transmits a packet to A, and some 

moment later, C wants to transmit a packet to D. Although this would be 

theoretically possible since both A and D would receive their packets without 

distortions, the carrier-sense operation performed by C suppresses C’s 

transmission and bandwidth is wasted. 



Hidden-terminal scenario (circles indicate transmission 
& interference range) 



Fundamentals of (wireless) MAC Protocols
Requirements and design constraints for wireless MAC protocols:

❖ Using simple CSMA in an exposed terminal scenario thus leads to needless 

waiting.

❖ Two solutions to the hidden-terminal and exposed-terminal problems are 

busy-tone solutions and the RTS/CTS handshake used in the IEEE 802.11 

WLAN standard and first presented in the MACA/MACAW protocols. 

❖ These will be described in Section 5.1.2 in the context of CSMA protocols



Fundamentals of (wireless) MAC Protocols
Requirements and design constraints for wireless MAC protocols:

❖ it is often possible for the transmitter to detect a collision at the receiver 

immediately and to abort packet transmission. This feature is called collision 

detection (CD) and is used in Ethernet’s CSMA/CD protocol to increase 

throughput efficiency. 

❖ Such a collision detection works because of the low attenuation in a wired 

medium, resulting in similar SNRs at transmitter and receiver.



Fundamentals of (wireless) MAC Protocols
Requirements and design constraints for wireless MAC protocols:

❖ when the transmitter reads back the channel signal during transmission and 

observes a collision, it can infer that there must have been a collision at the 

receiver too. More importantly, the absence of a collision at the transmitter 

allows to conclude that there has been no collision at the receiver during the 

packet transmission.

❖ simple wireless transceivers work only in a half-duplex mode, meaning that at 

any given time either the transmit or the receive circuitry is active but not both.



Fundamentals of (wireless) MAC Protocols
Requirements and design constraints for wireless MAC protocols:

❖ Another important problem arises when there is no dedicated frequency band 

allocated to a wireless sensor network and the WSN has to share its 

spectrum with other systems. 

❖ Because of license-free operations, many wireless systems use the so-called 

ISM bands, with the 2.4 GHz ISM band being a prime example.

❖ This specific band is used by several systems, for example, the IEEE 

802.11/IEEE 802.11b WLANs,  Bluetooth, and the IEEE 802.15.4 WPAN.



Fundamentals of (wireless) MAC Protocols
Requirements and design constraints for wireless MAC protocols:

❖ The design of MAC protocols depends on the expected traffic load patterns. If 

a WSN is deployed to continuously observe a physical phenomenon, for 

example, the time-dependent temperature distribution in a forest, a 

continuous and low load with a significant fraction of periodic traffic can be 

expected.

❖ The network is close to idle for a long time and then is faced with a bulk of 

packets that are to be delivered quickly. A high MAC efficiency is desirable 

during these overload phases. An example for this class of applications is 

wildfire observation.



Fundamentals of (wireless) MAC Protocols

2 .Important classes of MAC protocols:

A huge number of (wireless) MAC protocols have been devised during the last 
thirty years. They can be roughly classified into the following classes: 

1. Fixed assignment protocols, 

2. Demand assignment protocols, 

3. Random access protocols



Fundamentals of (wireless) MAC Protocols

2 .Important classes of MAC protocols:[Fixed assignment protocols]

❖ In this class of protocols, the available resources are divided between the 

nodes such that the resource assignment is long term and each node can 

use its resources exclusively without the risk of collisions. 

❖ Long term means that the assignment is for durations of minutes, hours, or 

even longer, as opposed to the short-term case where assignments have a 

scope of a data burst, corresponding to a time horizon of perhaps (tens of) 

milliseconds.



Fundamentals of (wireless) MAC Protocols

2 .Important classes of MAC protocols:[Fixed assignment protocols]

❖ To account for changes in the topology – for example, due to nodes dying or 

new nodes being deployed, mobility, or changes in the load patterns – 

signaling mechanisms are needed in fixed assignment protocols to 

renegotiate the assignment of resources to nodes.

❖ This poses questions about the scalability of these protocols.Typical 

protocols of this class are TDMA, FDMA, CDMA, and SDMA.



Fundamentals of (wireless) MAC Protocols

2 .Important classes of MAC protocols:[Fixed assignment protocols]

❖ The Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) scheme subdivides the time 

axis into fixed-length superframes and each superframe is again subdivided 

into a fixed number of time slots. 

❖ These time slots are assigned to nodes exclusively and hence the node can 

transmit in this time slot periodically in every superframe. TDMA requires 

tight time synchronization between nodes to avoid overlapping of signals in 

adjacent time slots.



Fundamentals of (wireless) MAC Protocols

2 .Important classes of MAC protocols:[Fixed assignment protocols]

❖ In Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA), the available frequency 

band is subdivided into a number of subchannels and these are assigned to 

nodes, which can transmit exclusively on their channel. 

❖ This scheme requires frequency synchronization,relatively narrowband 

filters, and the ability of a receiver to tune to the channel used by a 

transmitter.



Fundamentals of (wireless) MAC Protocols

2 .Important classes of MAC protocols:[Fixed assignment protocols]

❖ FDMA transceiver tends to be more complex than a TDMA transceiver. 

❖ In Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) schemes, the nodes spread their 

signals over a much larger bandwidth than needed, using different codes to 

separate their transmissions. 

❖ The receiver has to know the code used by the transmitter; all parallel 

transmissions using other codes appear as noise. Crucial to CDMA is the 

code management.



Fundamentals of (wireless) MAC Protocols

2 .Important classes of MAC protocols:[Fixed assignment protocols]

❖ Space Division Multiple Access (SDMA), the spatial separation of nodes is 

used to separate their transmissions. SDMA requires arrays of antennas and 

sophisticated signal processing techniques and cannot be considered a 

candidate technology for WSNs.



Fundamentals of (wireless) MAC Protocols

2 .Important classes of MAC protocols:[Demand assignment protocols]

❖ In demand assignment protocols, the exclusive allocation of resources to 

nodes is made on a short-term basis, typically the duration of a data burst. 

This class of protocols can be broadly subdivided into centralized and 

distributed protocols.

❖ In central control protocols (examples are the HIPERLAN/2 protocol, 

DQRUMA, or the MASCARA protocol; polling schemes can also be 

subsumed under this class), 



Fundamentals of (wireless) MAC Protocols

2 .Important classes of MAC protocols:[Demand assignment protocols]

❖ The nodes send out requests for bandwidth allocation to a central node that 

either accepts or rejects the requests. 

❖ In case of successful allocation, a confirmation is transmitted back to the 

requesting node along with a description of the allocated resource. 

❖ for example, the numbers and positions of assigned time slots in a TDMA 

system and the duration of allocation.
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2 .Important classes of MAC protocols:[Demand assignment protocols]

❖ The node can use these resources exclusively. The submission of requests 

from nodes to the central station is often done contention based, that is, 

using a random access protocol on a dedicated (logical) signaling channel.

❖ Another option is to let the central station poll its associated nodes. In 

addition, the nodes often piggyback requests onto data packets transmitted 

in their exclusive data slots, thus avoiding transmission of separate request 

packets.
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2 .Important classes of MAC protocols:[Demand assignment protocols]

❖ The central node needs to be switched on all the time and is responsible for 

resource allocation. Resource deallocation is often done implicitly: 

❖ when a node does not use its time slots any more, the central node can 

allocate these to other nodes. 

❖ This way, nodes do not need to send extra deallocation packets. 

Summarizing, the central node performs a lot of activities, it must be 

constantly awake, and thus needs lots of energy.
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2 .Important classes of MAC protocols:[Demand assignment protocols]

❖ This class of protocols is a good choice if a sufficient number of 

energy-unconstrained nodes are present and the duties of the central station 

can be moved to these. An example is the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol, 

❖ If there are no unconstrained nodes, a suitable approach is to rotate the 

central station duties among the nodes like, for example, in the LEACH 

protocol.
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2 .Important classes of MAC protocols:[Demand assignment protocols]

❖ An example of distributed demand assignment protocols are 

token-passing protocols like IEEE 802.4 Token Bus. 

❖ The right to initiate transmissions is tied to reception of a small special token 

frame. The token frame is rotated among nodes organized in a logical ring on 

top of a broadcast medium.

❖ Special ring management procedures are needed to include and exclude 

nodes from the ring or to correct failures like lost tokens.
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2 .Important classes of MAC protocols:[Demand assignment protocols]

❖ since token circulation times are variable, a node must always be able to 

receive the token to avoid breaking the logical ring.

❖ A nodes transceiver must be switched on most of the time. In addition, 

maintaining a logical ring in face of frequent topology changes is not an easy 

task and involves significant signaling traffic besides the token frames 

themselves.
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2 .Important classes of MAC protocols:[Random access protocols]

❖ The nodes are uncoordinated, and the protocols operate in a fully distributed 

manner. 

❖ Random access protocols often incorporate a random element, for 

example, by exploiting random packet arrival times, setting timers to random 

values, and so on. One of the first and still very important random access 

protocols is the ALOHA or slotted ALOHA protocol, developed at the 

University of Hawaii.
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2 .Important classes of MAC protocols:[Random access protocols]

❖ In the pure ALOHA protocol, a node wanting to transmit a new packet 

transmits it immediately. There is no coordination with other nodes and the 

protocol thus accepts the risk of collisions at the receiver. 

❖ To detect this, the receiver is required to send an immediate 

acknowledgment for a properly received packet.

❖ The transmitter interprets the lack of an acknowledgment frame as a sign of 

a collision, backs off for a random time, and starts the next trial.
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2 .Important classes of MAC protocols:[Random access protocols]

❖  ALOHA provides short access and transmission delays under light loads; 

under heavier loads, the number of collisions increases, which in turn 

decreases the throughput efficiency and increases the transmission delays.

❖ In slotted ALOHA, the time is subdivided into time slots and a node is 

allowed to start a packet transmission only at the beginning of a slot. A slot is 

large enough to accommodate a maximum-length packet.
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2 .Important classes of MAC protocols:[Random access protocols]

❖  If any node wants to start later, it has to wait for the beginning of the next 

time slot and has thus no chance to destroy the node’s packet. In short, the 

synchronization reduces the probability of collisions and slotted ALOHA has 

a higher throughput than pure ALOHA.
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2 .Important classes of MAC protocols:[Random access protocols]

❖ In the class of CSMA protocols, a transmitting node tries to be respectful to 
ongoing transmissions. 

❖ First, the node is required to listen to the medium; this is called carrier 
sensing. If the medium is found to be idle, the node starts transmission. 

❖ If the medium is found busy, the node defers its transmission for an amount 
of time determined by one of several possible algorithms. 

❖ For example, in nonpersistent CSMA, the node draws a random waiting time, 
after which the medium is sensed again.
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2 .Important classes of MAC protocols:[Random access protocols]

❖ In different persistent CSMA variants, after sensing that the medium is busy, 
the node awaits the end of the ongoing transmission and then behaves 
according to a backoff algorithm. In many of these backoff algorithms, the 
time after the end of the previous frame is subdivided into time slots.

❖ In the backoff algorithm executed by the IEEE 802.11 Distributed 
Coordination Function (DCF), a node transmitting a new frame picks a 
random value from the current contention window and starts a timer with 
this value. 
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2 .Important classes of MAC protocols:[Random access protocols]

❖ The timer is decremented after each slot. If another node starts in the 

meantime, the timer is suspended and resumed after the next frame ends 

and contention continues. If the timer decrements to zero, the node transmits 

its frame.

❖ When a transmission error occurs (indicated, for example, by a missing 

acknowledgment frame), the size of the contention window is increased 

according to a modified binary exponential backoff procedure.
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2 .Important classes of MAC protocols:[Random access protocols]

❖ The carrier-sense protocols are susceptible to the hidden-terminal problem 
since interference at the receiver cannot be detected by the transmitter. This 
problem may cause packet collisions. 

❖ The energy spent on collided packets is wasted and the packets have to be 
retransmitted. 

❖ Several approaches have appeared to solve or at least to reduce the 
hidden-terminal problem; the busy-tone solution and the RTS/CTS 
handshake.



RTS/CTS handshake in IEEE 802.11 
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2 .Important classes of MAC protocols:[Random access protocols]

❖ A node that wishes to transmit a packet first senses the control channel for 

the presence of a busy tone. If it hears something, the node backs off 

according to some algorithm, for example similar to nonpersistent CSMA. If it 

hears nothing, the node starts packet transmission on the data channel. 

❖ This protocol solves both the hidden- and exposed-terminal problem, given 

that the busy-tone signal can be heard over the same distance as the data 

signal.
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2 .Important classes of MAC protocols:[Random access protocols]

❖ If the busy tone is too weak, a node within radio range of the receiver might 

start data transmission and destroy the receiver’s signal. 

❖ If the busy tone is too strong, more nodes than necessary suppress their 

transmissions. 

❖ The control channel does not need much bandwidth but a narrow bandwidth 

channel requires good frequency synchronization. A solution with two busy 

tones, one sent by the receiver and the other by the transmitter node,
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2 .Important classes of MAC protocols:[Random access protocols]

❖ One solution approach is to ensure that CTS packets are longer than RTS 

packets. For an explanation, consider the right part of Figure 5.5. Here, even 

if B’s CTS arrives at C immediately after C starts its RTS, it lasts long enough 

that C has a chance to turn its transceiver into receive mode and to sense B’s 

signal.

❖ An additional protocol rule states that in such a case node C has to defer any 

further transmission for a sufficiently long time to accommodate one 

maximum-length data packet.
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2 .Important classes of MAC protocols:[Random access protocols]

❖ Hence, the data packet between A and B can be transmitted without 
distortion.

❖ A further problem of the RTS/CTS handshake is its significant overhead of 
two control packets per data packet, not counting the acknowledgment 
packet. If the data packet is small, this overhead might not pay off and it may 
be simpler to use some plain CSMA variant.

❖ For long packets, the overhead of the RTS/CTS handshake can be neglected, 
but long packets are more likely to be hit by channel errors and must be 
retransmitted entirely, wasting precious energy (channel errors often hit only a 
few bits).
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3 MAC protocols for wireless sensor networks:

❖ For the case of WSNs, the balance of requirements is different from traditional 

(wireless) networks. Additional requirements come up, first and foremost, the 

need to conserve energy. 

❖ The importance of energy efficiency for the design of MAC protocols is 

relatively new and many of the “classical” protocols like ALOHA and CSMA 

contain no provisions toward this goal.
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3 MAC protocols for wireless sensor networks:

❖ Other typical performance figures like fairness, throughput, or delay tend to 

play a minor role in sensor networks. 

❖ Fairness is not important since the nodes in a WSN do not represent 

individuals competing for bandwidth, but they collaborate to achieve a 

common goal. 

❖ The access/transmission delay performance is traded against energy 

conservation, and throughput is mostly not an issue either.
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3 MAC protocols for wireless sensor networks:

Energy problems on the MAC layer:

❖ Collisions

❖ Overhearing

❖ Protocol overhead

❖ Idle listening



Collisions
❖ collisions incur useless receive costs at the destination node, useless transmit 

costs at the source node, and the prospect to expend further energy upon 

packet retransmission. 

❖ Hence, collisions should be avoided, either by design (fixed 

assignment/TDMA or demand assignment protocols) or by appropriate 

collision avoidance/hidden-terminal procedures in CSMA protocols. 

❖ However, if it can be guaranteed for the particular sensor network application 

at hand that the load is always sufficiently low, collisions are no problem.



Overhearing
❖ Unicast frames have one source and one destination node. However, the 

wireless medium is a broadcast medium and all the source’s neighbors that 

are in receive state hear a packet and drop it when it is not destined to them; 

these nodes overhear the packet.

❖ The higher node densities overhearing avoidance can save significant 

amounts of energy. On the other hand, overhearing is sometimes desirable, 

for example, when collecting neighborhood information or estimating the 

current traffic load for management purposes



Protocol overhead
❖ Protocol overhead is induced by MAC-related control frames like, for 

example, RTS and CTS packets or request packets in demand assignment 

protocols, and furthermore by per-packet overhead like packet headers and 

trailers.

❖ A design constraint somewhat related to energy concerns is the requirement 

for low complexity operation. Sensor nodes shall be simple and cheap and 

cannot offer plentiful resources in terms of processing power, memory, or 

energy. Therefore, computationally expensive operations like complex 

scheduling algorithms should be avoided.



Idle listening
❖ A node being in idle state is ready to receive a packet but is not currently 

receiving anything. This readiness is costly and useless in case of low 
network loads; for many radio modems, the idle state still consumes 
significant energy. 

❖ Switching off the transceiver is a solution; however, since mode changes also 
cost energy, their frequency should be kept at “reasonable” levels. 

❖ TDMA-based protocols offer an implicit solution to this problem, since a node 
having assigned a time slot and exchanging (transmitting/receiving) data only 
during this slot can safely switch off its transceiver in all other time slots.
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❖ Most of the MAC protocols developed for wireless sensor networks attack one 

or more of these problems to reduce energy consumption

❖ A design constraint somewhat related to energy concerns is the requirement 

for low complexity operation. 

❖ Sensor nodes shall be simple and cheap and cannot offer plentiful resources 

in terms of processing power, memory, or energy. Therefore, computationally 

expensive operations like complex scheduling algorithms should be avoided.
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❖ The desire to use cheap node hardware includes components like oscillators 

and clocks. Consequently, the designer of MAC protocols should bear in mind 

that very tight time synchronization (as needed for TDMA with small time 

slots) would require frequent resynchronization of neighboring nodes, which 

can consume significant energy.





2 Low duty cycle protocols and wakeup concepts

❖ Low duty cycle protocols try to avoid spending (much) time in the idle state 

and to reduce the communication activities of a sensor node to a minimum. In 

an ideal case, the sleep state is left only when a node is about to transmit or 

receive packets.

❖ A periodic wakeup scheme is used. Such schemes exist in different flavors. 

One is the cycled receiver approach. In this approach, nodes spend most of 

their time in the sleep mode and wake up periodically to receive packets from 

other nodes.
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2 Low duty cycle protocols and wakeup concepts

❖ a node A listens onto the channel during its listen period and goes back into 

sleep mode when no other node takes the opportunity to direct a packet to A. 

A potential transmitter B must acquire knowledge about A’s listen periods to 

send its packet at the right time.

❖ A transmit a short beacon at the beginning of its listen period to indicate its 

willingness to receive packets. Another method is to let node B send frequent 

request packets until one of them hits A’s listen period and is really answered 

by A. 



2 Low duty cycle protocols and wakeup concepts

❖ Node A only receives packets during its listen period. If node A itself wants to 

transmit packets, it must acquire the target’s listen period. A whole cycle 

consisting of sleep period and listen period is also called a wakeup period. 

The ratio of the listen period length to the wakeup period length is also called 

the node’s duty cycle.

❖



2 Low duty cycle protocols and wakeup concepts

❖ By choosing a small duty cycle, the transceiver is in sleep mode most of the 

time, avoiding idle listening and conserving energy.

❖ By choosing a small duty cycle, the traffic directed from neighboring nodes to 

a given node concentrates on a small time window (the listen period) and in 

heavy load situations significant competition can occur.



2 Low duty cycle protocols and wakeup concepts

❖ Choosing a long sleep period induces a significant per-hop latency, since a 

prospective transmitter node has to wait an average of half a sleep period 

before the receiver can accept packets. 

❖ In the multihop case, the per-hop latencies add up and create significant 

end-to-end latencies. Sleep phases should not be too short lest the start-up 

costs outweigh the benefits.



S-MAC
❖ S-MAC adopts a periodic wakeup scheme, that is, each node alternates 

between a fixed-length listen period and a fixed-length sleep period according 

to its schedule,the listen period of S-MAC can be used to receive and transmit 

packets. 

❖ S-MAC attempts to coordinate the schedules of neighboring nodes such that 

their listen periods start at the same time. A node x’s listen period is 

subdivided into three different phases:
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S-MAC

❖ In the first phase (SYNCH phase), node x accepts SYNCH packets from its 
neighbors. In these packets, the neighbors describe their own schedule and x 
stores their schedule in a table (the schedule table). Node x’s SYNCH phase 
is subdivided into time slots and x’s neighbors contend according to a CSMA 
scheme with additional backoff.

❖ It is not required that x broadcasts its schedule in every of y’s wakeup 
periods. However, for reasons of time synchronization and to allow new nodes 
to learn their local network topology, x should send SYNCH packets 
periodically. The according period is called synchronization period.



S-MAC

❖ In the second phase (RTS phase), x listens for RTS packets from neighboring 

nodes. In S-MAC, the RTS/CTS handshake of data packets due to 

hidden-terminal situations. Again, interested neighbors contend in this phase 

according to a CSMA scheme with additional backoff.

❖ In the third phase (CTS phase), node x transmits a CTS packet if an RTS 

packet was received in the previous phase. After this, the packet exchange 

continues, extending into x’s nominal sleep time.



S-MAC

❖ In general, when competing for the medium, the nodes use the RTS/CTS 

handshake, including the virtual carrier-sense mechanism, whereby a node 

maintains a NAV variable. 

❖ The NAV mechanism can be readily used to switch off the node during 

ongoing transmissions to avoid overhearing. When transmitting in a broadcast 

mode (for example SYNCH packets), the RTS and CTS packets are dropped 

and the nodes use CSMA with backoff.



S-MAC

❖ If we can arrange that the schedules of node x and its neighbors are 

synchronized, node x and all its neighbors wake up at the same time and x 

can reach all of them with a single SYNCH packet. 

❖ The S-MAC protocol allows neighboring nodes to agree on the same 

schedule and to create virtual clusters. The clustering structure refers solely 

to the exchange of schedules; the transfer of data packets is not influenced by 

virtual clustering

❖



S-MAC
❖ The periodic wakeup scheme adopted by S-MAC allows nodes to spend 

much time in the sleep mode, but there is also a price to pay in terms of 

latency. Without further modifications, the per-hop latency of S-MAC will be 

approximately equal to the sleep period on average when all nodes follow the 

same schedule.

❖ The adaptive-listening scheme, which roughly halves the per-hop latency. 

Consider the following situation: Node x receives during its listen period an 

RTS or CTS packet belonging to a packet exchange from neighbor node y to 

node z.



S-MAC



S-MAC

❖ S-MAC also adopts a message-passing approach (illustrated in Figure 5.7), 

where a message is a larger data item meaningful to the application. 

In-network processing usually requires the aggregating node to receive a 

message completely. 

❖ On the other hand, on wireless media, it is advisable to break a longer packet 

into several shorter ones (fragmentation,). S-MAC includes a fragmentation 

scheme working as follows.



S-MAC

❖ A series of fragments is transmitted with only one RTS/CTS exchange 

between the transmitting node A and receiving node B. After each fragment, B 

has to answer with an acknowledgment packet. 

❖ All the packets (data, ack, RTS, CTS) have a duration field and a neighboring 

node C is required to set its NAV field accordingly. In S-MAC, the duration 

field of all packets carries the remaining length of the whole transaction, 

including all fragments and their acknowledgments. 



S-MAC

❖ Therefore, the whole message shall be passed at once. If one fragment 

needs to be retransmitted, the remaining duration is incremented by the 

length of a data plus ack packet, and the medium is reserved for this 

prolonged time. 

❖ However, there is the problem of how a nonparticipating node shall learn 

about the elongation of the transaction when he has only heard the initial 

RTS or CTS packets



S-MAC

❖ This scheme has some similarities to the fragmentation scheme used in IEEE 

802.11 but there are important differences. In IEEE 802.11, the RTS and CTS 

frame reserve the medium only for the time of the first fragment, and any 

fragment reserves only for the next fragment. 

❖ If one packet needs to be retransmitted, the initiating node has to give up the 

channel and recontend for it in the same way as for a new packet.



S-MAC
❖ The approach taken by S-MAC reduces the latency of complete messages by 

suppressing intertwined transmissions of other packets. Therefore, in a 

sense, this protocol is unfair because single nodes can block the medium for 

long time. 

❖ However, the fairness requirement has a different weight in a wireless sensor 

network than it has in a data network where users want to have fair medium 

access. 

❖ S-MAC has one major drawback: it is hard to adapt the length of the wakeup 

period to changing load situations, since this length is essentially fixed, as is 

the length of the listen period.
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Types of Wireless Sensor Networks
Depending on the environment, the types of networks are decided so that those can 

be deployed underwater, underground, on land, and so on. Different types of WSNs 

include:

1. Terrestrial WSNs

2. Underground WSNs

3. Underwater WSNs

4. Multimedia WSNs

5. Mobile WSNs

https://www.elprocus.com/important-of-network-in-embedded-systems-for-beginners/


Terrestrial WSNs
Terrestrial WSNs are capable of communicating base stations efficiently, 
and consist of hundreds to thousands of wireless sensor nodes deployed 
either in an unstructured (ad hoc) or structured (Pre-planned) manner. In 
an unstructured mode, the sensor nodes are randomly distributed within 
the target area that is dropped from a fixed plane. The preplanned or 
structured mode considers optimal placement, grid placement, and 2D, 
3D placement models.

In this WSN, the battery power is limited; however, the battery is equipped 
with solar cells as a secondary power source. The Energy conservation of 
these WSNs is achieved by using low duty cycle operations, minimizing 
delays, and optimal routing, and so on.

https://www.elprocus.com/battery-charger-timer-tips/


Underground WSNs
The underground wireless sensor networks are more expensive than the terrestrial 
WSNs in terms of deployment, maintenance, and equipment cost considerations 
and careful planning. The WSNs networks consist of several sensor nodes that are 
hidden in the ground to monitor underground conditions. To relay information from 
the sensor nodes to the base station, additional sink nodes are located above the 
ground.

The underground wireless sensor networks deployed into the ground are difficult to 
recharge. The sensor battery nodes equipped with limited battery power are difficult 
to recharge. In addition to this, the underground environment makes wireless 
communication a challenge due to the high level of attenuation and signal loss.



Underground WSNs



Under Water WSNs
More than 70% of the earth is occupied with water. These networks consist 
of several sensor nodes and vehicles deployed underwater. Autonomous 
underwater vehicles are used for gathering data from these sensor nodes. A 
challenge of underwater communication is a long propagation delay, and 
bandwidth and sensor failures.

Underwater, WSNs are equipped with a limited battery that cannot be 
recharged or replaced. The issue of energy conservation for underwater 
WSNs involves the development of underwater communication and 
networking techniques.



Under Water WSNs



Multimedia WSNs
Multimedia wireless sensor networks have been proposed to enable tracking 
and monitoring of events in the form of multimedia, such as imaging, video, 
and audio. These networks consist of low-cost sensor nodes equipped with 
microphones and cameras. These nodes are interconnected with each other over 
a wireless connection for data compression, data retrieval, and correlation.

The challenges with the multimedia WSN include high energy consumption, 
high bandwidth requirements, data processing, and compressing techniques. In 
addition to this, multimedia contents require high bandwidth for the content to 
be delivered properly and easily.



Multimedia WSNs



Mobile WSNs
These networks consist of a collection of sensor nodes that can be moved on their 

own and can be interacted with the physical environment. The mobile nodes can 

compute sense and communicate. Mobile wireless sensor networks are much more 

versatile than static sensor networks. The advantages of MWSN over static wireless 

sensor networks include better and improved coverage, better energy efficiency, 

superior channel capacity, and so on.
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